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OHAPSER 1 ■■■
; lOTRdDUOTlOH

1=1 XntrodUGtlon
Since the advent of the dynatron,^ negative reals- 

tance amplifiers have been sporadically investigated= Re
newed interest in this area was stimulated by the Esaki or 
tunnel diode reported by Esaki^ in 19^8=

An unusual phenomenon occurring in highly "doped^ 
semiconductor junctions .resulted in an I-V characteristic 
having a negative resistance region bounded by positive re
sistance regions=

As shown in Figure 1=1, the Esaki phenomenon is a 
low voltage high current effect which occurs within the 
normal diode characteristic= The tunnel diode characteristic 
is attributed to the quantum mechanical tunneling of major
ity carriers through the'thin barrier region.

Tunneling may be‘described as the appearance of 
electrons on the opposite side of a p-n junction from the 
side on which they originated» and at the same energy level. 
The electrons appear to have tunneled through a depletion 
region barrier which they could hot surmount= Two neces
sary conditions for tunneling in a semiconductor junction 
are that the depletion region be narrow and that the impurity

: - V ' ;  1 : ' : v ■:



... ' . , .. ■ - . .2 • ■' 
concentrations be high enough to cause a ^degenerate doping"
conditiono The energy level which has a probability of 
electron occupation of 0„5 (Fermi level) moves into the con
duction band of the n-type semiconductor., or. into the 
valence band, of the p^type semiconductor under degenerate 
doping.conditionso :

The tunneling phenomenon appears to have no theore
tical frequency limit. Howevers in practice9 tunnel diodes
have a cutoff- frequency resulting from technical difficul
ties in production and encapsulation^ As microwave ampli
fiers $ the; tunhel ..diode promises relatively low noise and. 
compac.t design„ Tunnel diode amplifiers have been reported 
in the literature operating at frequencies from about.30 me 
to 85 gco.^^^,7 '

1o2 Tunnel Diode Parameters and Circuit Model
The small signal circuit model of Figure 1.2 has

been used successfully in analyzing most tunnel' diode am
plifiers . It is similar to that of a normal junction 
diode except that the voltage controlled, resistance, R(v), 
has negative values over a limited bias region. The series 
elements $ Lgand Rgj, are associated with the bulk semicon
ductor and the encapsulation. C(v) is essentially the. junc
tion capacitance and has a value which is voltage dependent.

Measurement of the tunnel diode parameters is a 
problem which has yet to be-thoroughly investigated. The
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:;; • measurement's; ate complicated by the instability of the • - /
- bioa©, the small vaiues.of the parameters, and the voltage ;

;; dependence ofR(v) and C(v). , The.methods of measuring 
, ' the circuit ©.leiftehts are diverse-.and inconsistent and the

;t ■ fnequency;'dependence of the parameters has had only sparse

. 1» 3 . Statement of Problem " .--y '
• • • . The tunnel. diode may find application as a micro-

wave amplifier where compact design- and low input power are 
requiredo The dynamic characteristics of high frequency 
tunnel diodes have only recently been-investigatedswith ;

■ primary emphasis' placed ,oh noise performance „ • The - investi= " 
gation of the amplifier gain=bandwidth performance.hasbeen 
incidental and generally looked, at froiti the standpoint of 
an ideal diode, •

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the ti#nel, 
diode; ampiifier performance with regard to the parasitic . 
elements:,;Rg, Lg, : and G ( v) „ An experimental amplifier has 

' -gv ;; been constructed and operated with four different , diodes: - - ■
to determine the validity of the theoretical predictions ;':/- 

■ • for gain, bandwidth, ahd ga in- b andwi dth product. The as so- 
- : elated problem of stability will also’be discussed for,the

'bv'; r yariohald:id - : 1 ' -r ' ^ ; b', , -; , ' /
 ̂ performance will be, analyzed theoretically and

-' ,, the. -expected noise:' figure, calcuiated: forteaoh^ didde 1, expehl:



.imental verification Is prohibited because of a lack of 
equipment <, '



1 .'.CHAPTER 2
AMPLIFIER THEORY

201 Cireuit Model
Using the tuntiel diode model described in Chapter X* 

a .single=tmed amplifier will be represented by the circuit 
model of Figure 20las where L0 is the inductance necessary 
to establish zero power factor at the operating frequency 
and G-q is the load conductance „ The circuit bf Figure 2.la 
can be transformed to that of Figure 2.lb, where &e and Ge 
are the equivalent paralleleondtietance and capacitance„
The ge transformations are shown in Appendix A„ MeIsonS 
uses similar transformations to derive'a-diode model for an 
.ahalysls Of noise performance«,

202 Stability :
The parallel circuit of Figure 2olb is stable if 

the real part of the’ admittance is greater than zero„
This stability criteria may be deduced by applying a cur« 
rent source across the combination^ if the real part of 
the admittance Is negatives the current flowing through it 
produces a voltage which causes more current to flow. This 
regeneration process continues until the device burns out 
or is limited by nonlinearitieso
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Figure 2.1a Amplifier Circuit Model

Diode Parallel Model Load

Figure 2.1b Transformed Amplifier Model
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At resonance the amplifier circuit consists of Ge 

in parallel with G0. Writing the expression for the impe
dance of the circuit in terms of the operator p,

Z(p) = P L3C + p(RsC - L SG) + (1 - R SG)
+ p (RgG — LgG) + (1 — RgG)J Gq — G

(2.1)

Assuming that a current generator feeds the parallel com
bination, the voltage, e(p), across the circuit is

e (p) = Kp) Z(p). (2.2)

Solving for the poles of Z(p)

CRS-LSG ‘
2LSC 1 J

'(1 - R 3G - G/0o ) (CR3-L3G)2 1^
r,ac (2Lsc) (2.3)

The condition for stability is that the poles be in the 
left half plane, i.e., the real part of p must be nega
tive. From Equation 2.3 then

1 > R.R + G/G„ (2.4)

and
R SC > L.G. (2.5)

The conditions of Equations 2.[j. and 2.5 are contained in 
the stability criteria derived by Hines^ from the series 
diode model, i.e.,
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1 > (Rs + Ro)/R > Ls/R2C . (2.6)

More general criteria are presented by Smilen and 
Youla^-O which contain those of Hines.

The conditions of Equations 2.1). and 2.5 verify the 
previous qualitative reasoning. At zero frequency. Equa
tion 2.4 requires that|Ge| (Appendix A) be less than G0.
The second condition of Equation 2.5 requires that Ge de
crease or at least remain constant with increasing fre
quency. The complex plot of the diode admittance, shown 
in Figure 2.3, illustrates the conditions of Equations 
2.4 and 2.5.

2.3 Gain-Bandwidth and Gain-Bandwldth Product

portional to the magnitude of the reflection coefficient 
squared ,

model of Figure 2.1b, the gain of the amplifier at reso
nance is given by

where G0 is the line admittance and Ge the load admittance 
in Equation 2.7. If Ge is negative, the amplifier has a 
power gain of greater than one; as G0 approaches |Ge|, the

The reflected power in a transmission line is pro

Power reflected <x

and the power gain is equal to |?|2. From the circuit

I ̂  12 — (Cr0 - G€)2/ (G© + Ge)2 , (2.8)
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1 > g 2l s/c
RsC > GLg

Arrows indicate 
increasing frequency

Figure 2.3 Qualitative Tunnel Diode Admittance Plot
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gain approaches infinity and the circuit becomes unstable.

The bandwidth derived in Appendix B using passive 
circuit techniques is given by

The expression for gain-bandwidth product, also 
derived in Appendix B, is

bandwidth, and gain-bandwidth product using an equivalent 
series model for the amplifier which yields values similar 
to the above expressions. The series model approach is not 
convenient in analyzing a coaxial cavity, since in this 
case the shorted stub and load appear as shunt elements in 
parallel with the diode.

2.1| Noise
The tunnel diode basically has two sources of noise, 

the thermal noise generated in the series resistance and 
the shot noise accompanying the tunneling process. T i e m a n n ^  

has shown that in the negative resistance region the shot 
noise can be represented as a current generator with a mean- 
square amplitude of

(2.10)

where Gres is the resonant power gain.
Yariv and Gook^^ have derived expressions for gain
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2

T  = 2 el0 Af (2.11)

where e is the electronic charge and I0 is the dc cur
rent. The thermal noise is represented as a current 
generator of mean-square amplitude 

2
T~ = !| kTOgAf (2.12)

where Gg is the equivalent parallel conductance represen
ting the parasitic losses.

Noise figure, F, is defined as1^

_ (available output noise power) 1 ._ n ̂ x
(available input noise power ) x % (2.13)

where A is the available power gain. The single port re
flection amplifier has a noise figure given by^»8> 1.4

P = 1 + 4T/T0 G0G(eI0/2kTG + Gs/G) (G0 - Gs + G)-2 (2.14)

where Gg is the equivalent parallel conductance for the 
diode losses.

Nielsen®, using Equation 2.14 and the high gain 
condition (G^r Gc + Gg), has related P to the diode para
meters ,

P = (1 + eI0/2kTG) f(l - Ra/R) (1 - f2/fC2)] “ 1  (2.15)

where Rg and R are the elements of the diode model 
Figure 1.2 and
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fc = 1/2 7TRC (R/Rs - 1)£ (2.16)

is the resistive cutoff frequency.



■ ; ■ . "A: CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL AMPLIFIERS

3,1 Amplifier Pesign
The basic experimental amplifier is shown schema- 

tically in Figure 3,1. The tunnel diode was placed across 
a section of 50 ohm air line to which a. shorted stub was 
connected to form ah adjustable coaxial cavity« The load 
was connected to the other end of the lineo As shown in 
• Figure '3»3 an outer metal sheath was formed around the 
outside conductor separated by a dielectric to form a by-., 
pass capacitor for the high frequency, and to allow the 
proper do bias to tie applied to the diode0 .

./The;, circuit .model- for t he amplifier ' and bias sup
ply is shown in Figure '3.2a.' The high frequency circuit 
is drawn in heavy lines. At the operating frequency, the 
bypass capacitor shorts the dc bias circuit, whereas at 
do the stub is a low inductance short| thus9 the dc and 
high frequency circuits can be separated as in Figure 3.2b. 
The eircihts are similar and have been treated in the pro
ceeding discussioh'.:as to the conditions for stability.
The do bias network must be in close proximity to the 
amplifier to minimise the series inductance of the leads. 

Four germanium alloy tunnel diodes supplied by

. '; V .  ■ ' . i l f  ■



Bell Te1ephone Laborator16 a were used In the amplifier0 
The diode encapsulation shown in .'Figure 3 U was designed ̂ 
for microwave .stripline; applic at ions „ 1 mp ©d ane e t r an s =■
'.formers were -avoided'.b/ using diodes with negative resis
tance values approximating the characteristic Impedance
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50 ohms

Tunnel Diode 
and DC Bias

LoadMoveable 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic Diagram of the Amplifier
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Diode Junction

Figure 3.4 Tunnel Diode Encapsulation

Diode

--- 1

Moveable Short GR Type 874
Connector

Dielectric Bypass
Capacitor
Plates

Figure 3.3 Amplifier Design



1 . ■ ' CHAPTER ij.
METHOD OP MEASHREMEHT

4.1 Experimental Equipment . -
The experimental setup for amplifier measurements 

is shown in Figure 4°1° Because of the low power levels 
of the amplified signal, direct power measurements were 
not feasible with the equipment available? therefore, a 
relative voltage level was measured= The input signal 
from the signal generator was 100$ modulated with a 1000 
cycle .symmetrical square=wave signal and fed into a variable, 
attenuatoro An adjustable line was used to match the atten= 
uator to the line, A 10 db pad provided isolation and ; 
appeared as a good load to the amplifier. The input signal 
was fed into the main arm of a dual directional coupler, 
but no attempt was made to measure the incoming signal-be-• 
cause the power level was extremely low (approximately 
-70 dbm), The amplifier was connected directly to the out
put of the directional coupler. The reflected power, coupled 
20 db down into a voltage detector, was measured with a vol
tage standing wave ratio (VSWR) meter,

4.2 Power Level. Calibration
The reflected power was indicated as a voltage level 

on the VSWR meter. The meter, indication was calibrated for

18



VSWR
Meter

Detec
tor •

1000 ru
Gen.

Signal
Gen.

TD
Amp.

10 db 
Pad

Adj.
Atten.

Line
Stretcher

Direc
tional
Coupler

Block Component
A VSWR Meter, Hewlett-Packard
B Voltage Detector, General Radio 87I4.-VR
C Tunnel Diode Amplifier
D Directional Coupler, Narda, No. 3020
E 10 db Pad, General Radio 87I4-GIO
F Adjustable Line, General Radio 87U-LK
G Variable Attenuator, General Radio 87J4-GA
H Signal Generator, RCA 710-A
I R-C Oscillator, General Radio 1210-C

Figure !|.l Block Diagram of Amplifier



a refleeted pewer level at the diode of.0=5 microwatts by :: 
measuringx tfhe sigha.3. at a plus :20 db level using a bolo=

■ . meter and power meters"reducing the signal with standard .
V pad’s, andi establishing the . reference point on the SSER

i|.«3 Gain^Bandwldth .. : ■ g ̂ /I- :
: : ..Gain measurement s we re made, by a substitution meth- 

od where atten^fibn-was added to: thepihpnt to keep the out- ' ■ 
put at the reference level. This method avoids the non- 

'' linearities of both the meter and. amplifier , as well, as' 
yielding the transducer gain when the amplifier is poorly 
matched; , ' '

Bandwidth at the half power point was measured from. . ■ 
plotted curves of gain versus frequency. At each frequency 

: a the generator was matched, to the llhe-by varyihg the adjus- 
' table , line so that the input power to the amplifier was , 

constant, ' ■ . " •  ̂Vv - v'.-:"; ,: tv, '■ ";V.V 'gv.:

■ • The bias voltage supplied by two dry cells was mea- ;
sured with h YTVM directly across the bypass capacitor., .
The: bias’ current was measured indirectly by using the vol
tage drop .across the ,10. ohm series resistor, to - calculate 
the current, " " ' ; 1,. : ; ! s

i}.;̂ Diode Parameters .,v- . 'v:,...V v V , . . ,
: ,The negative resistance E was measured .using the : .
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setup shown in Figure I4..2. Basically, the circuit con
sists of a I4.OO cycle constant current supply connected 
to the diode terminals. The current was adjusted so that 
the ac voltmeter, across the diode terminals, read the re
sistance directly. The peak-to-peak voltage excursion at 
the diode terminals was limited to 2 or 3 millivolts so 
that the ac resistance of only a small portion of the 
characteristic was measured.

The tunnel diode must be stabilized when measuring 
in the negative resistance region; therefore, the measured 
resistance is related to R + Rs by

R + Rs = RmRb (Rb - Rm r \  (4.D

where R-̂  is the resistance of the stabilizing and bias net
work. R^ is the value of resistance obtained with the diode 
removed. The values of the other parameters were those of 
the manufacturer.
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10K .1 Xf

TD Bias
Net.

AC Mil 
livolt 
Meter

Block
A
B
C
D

Component
Audio Oscillator, Hewlett-Packard 200 AB 
Tunnel Diode 
DC Bias Network
AC Voltmeter, Ballantine Model 320

Figure 1|.2 Negative Conductance Measurement Setup



CHAPTER, 5 
■ . ' , RESULTS : ,

5°1 Amplifier Tuning and Operation
The, la, re'fleG*

ted in the set«.p and the operating pi?deedW6» W  the 
tunnel diode, "bias set at about the center of the negative 
resistance region (approximately one-half the peak cur
rent ), the shorted stub is adjusted for maacifimm output 
at the desired f r equenc y „ The bias then is ad justed tm= 
til the output signal is again a' maximum? the diode Should 
how be operating very close to its maximum negative resi 
tance point» This procedure should be repeated until there 
is no noticeable change in the settings. Neither adjust- , 
ment is. critical when operating ih a stable state$, nor are 
they independent since the junction capacitance of the 
diode is a function of biaso-

. Normallys,. no other adjustment would be necessary
with a reflection-type amplifier using a circulator to sepa
rate the input, from the output „ 'The, experimental amplifier 
does not Incorporate- a device to, separate the input from 
the output| therefore> the amplified signal is reflected 
back'to the generator. At each frequency and gain setting, 
the generator was matched to the amplifier by: ad justing 
the line length between the amplifier and load (generator)„



This procedure effectively isolates the generator from 
the amplifier.

5.2 Stability
The complex admittance plot of the tunnel diode 

shown in Figure 2.3 indicates that in stabilizing a prac
tical amplifier, there are essentially two types of diodes 
to be considered. The first type is the diode which satis
fies the condition

R SR > La/C. (5.1)

The equivalent negative conductance, in this case, decreases
in magnitude with frequency. From the discussion of stabil
ity in Chapter 2, it is evident that the circuit can be
stable at all frequencies. Diode D satisfies condition 5.1 
and was stable at all stub settings.

The second type of diode is that which satisfies the 
condition

RSR < Lg/C. (5.2)

This diode has an increasing equivalent negative conduc
tance as frequency increases, and may be unstable at higher 
frequencies. The shorted stub forms a cavity with recur
rent resonant properties; therefore, a frequency of oper
ation and stub length must be selected so that the circuit 
is stable at all other resonant frequencies. Diodes A, B,
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and C were of this type and were stable over a limited
range of stub settings.

Diodes falling in the special category where RgR 
equals Lg/C will be stable at a particular stub setting if 
the cutoff frequency,

fc = l/27rCR (R/Rs - 1)*, (5.3)

is lower than the next highest resonant frequency of the 
circuit.

In an unstable condition, the diode circuit will 
oscillate with an amplitude determined by the power ab
sorbed from the system and the nonlinearities of the diode 
conductance. In the case of low loss systems (low power
absorption) the amplitude of the oscillation will be large
and can be detected with a bolometer and power meter, or 
by observing a change in the diode bias current. The low 
level oscillations are more difficult to detect since they 
are not large enough to affect the bias current and any 
disturbance of the system usually quenches the oscillation.

A low level oscillatory condition in an amplifier 
produces abnormally high gain and critical tuning. The 
gain versus bias curve will usually have two maximums, 
and the bias adjustment at these points will be critical. 
Observation of the variation in gain with bias was the 
most convenient method of detecting low level oscillation.



The curve of Figure 5.1 relating the output power 
of the amplifier to the input power indicates a linear 
amplification range from the noise level to about -25 dbm. 
Because of the low power level and measurement losses, 
data were unattainable below -40 dbm. A similar amplifier 
reported by Reindel^-5 had a dynamic linear range extending 
to -95 dbm.

The maximum power output of a tunnel diode is 
limited by the voltage excursion in the negative resistance 
region of the I-V characteristic. Since a 100% square-wave 
modulated source was used to obtain the values given in 
Figure 5*1> the peak power at the diode was twice that of 
the measured average power, and the corresponding voltage 
excursion was 1.41 times larger. The linear power range 
should be extended to -22 dbm. Serious distortion would 
be evident at about -15 dbm.

5«4 Gain Versus Bias
The expected gain is given by the square of the 

reflection coefficient. From the simple circuit model 
the gain is given by

A = (G0 - Ge )2/(G0 + G,)"2 . (5.4)

Ideally, one would like to calculate the gain using
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the dc characteristic conductance because of the ease with 
which it can be obtained. Unfortunately, the value of Ge 
(Figure 2.3) may differ appreciably from as the fre
quency increases. Figure $.2 shows the variations in gain 
with bias of diode A. The form of the experimental re
sults agrees well with that of the Equation 5*4 although, 
as Figure 5-3 shows, there was a discrepancy in magnitude.

In the previous discussion the variation of C with 
bias given byl&

G = K/(620 - v)S, (5.5)

has been neglected because in the region of interest,
(v = 100 to 200 mv), the variation is small.

5.5 Gain-Bandwidth
Equation 5.4 gives the gain of a resonant amplifier.

Away from resonance, the net susceptance, B, must be in
cluded in the expression. Replacing in Equation 2.5 
with the complex admittance of the amplifier, the gain be
come s

A = [(Gq - Ge)2 + B2 ] [(G0 + Ge)2 + B2]"1 , (5.6)

where B is the net susceptance of the amplifier. Figure 5*4 
shows the gain versus frequency curve for diode A. The cal
culated gain at resonance and the uncertainty considering 
only a variation of - 0.5 pf in C is also shown.
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The bandwidth derived in Appendix B is

d f  = (G0 + Ge)/2 7TCe, (5.7)

where AT is the frequency in cycles between the half power 
points (Figure 5*4) • As the gain increases (jOgJ-y G0), the 
bandwidth approaches zero.

Combining the voltage gain at resonance,f, and the 
bandwidth. Equation 5*7» the gain bandwidth product becomes

When Ls and Rg approach zero. Equation 5.9 reduces to

It is evident now that the product RC must be reduced to 
increase the GBP. It is also evident why the "cutoff" 
frequency (defined by Equation 5*3) of a tunnel diode is 
used as a measure of its quality.

values of gain-bandwidth and GBP for each diode, as well as 
the theoretical noise figures of the diode assuming the 
high gain condition. The noise figure given is an opti
mized lower limit for the amplifier.

GBP = (G0 - Ge )/2rrce . (5.8)

At high gain, | G G Q, Equation 5.8 becomes

(5.9)

GB^high gain l/T7 RC. (5.10)

Table I contains the experimental and calculated
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The diode parameters used in the 'theoretical cal^ 

culations are tabulated in Table II. Values of Rg and C 
were supplied by the manufacturer> and G^c was measured 
from, the ,I°V characteristic (Chapter ij.) „ ,
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TABLE I

Diode A B C D
Calculated:

Gain 22 db 17.5 db 21.8 db 13.2 db
Bandwidth. 32.8 me 63 me 24.6 me 78.5 me
GBP 418 me 485 me 304 me 363 me
Noise figure 4-58 db 4.68 db 5.25 db 5.30 db
Gain (dc) 17.2 db 16.4 db 16.1 db 15.4 db

Measured:
Gain 22.5 db 18.0 db 19.5 db 15.2 db
Bandwidth 30 me 56 me 34 me 59 me
GBP 390 me 445 me 320 me 336 me

.ode A

TABLE II 

B C D

Rs 0.40 ohm 0.35 ohm 0.70 ohm 2.30 ohm

Ls 1.0 nh 1.0 nh 1.0 nh 1.0 nh
C 12.4 pf 16.3 Pf 10.4 Pf 12.0 pf

Gdc 0.0137 mho 0.0130 mho 0.0130 mho 0.0130 mho
Ge 0.0171 " 0.0170 " 0.0154 " 0.0129 "

Ge 14.1 pf 19.4 Pf 11.6 pf 14.4 pf



CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Analysis of Errors
The errors involved in calculating the gain of a 

negative resistance amplifier can be illustrated best by 
the following example. Equation 2.1(. written as a function 
of G€/G0 , is

Gain = A = (1 - Gg./Gq ) ̂  (1 + Ge/G0) ^. (6.1)

High gain is achieved when (1 + Ge/G0) becomes small, i.e., 
when |Ge| approaches G0 . Suppose Ge/G0 = -0.9 and Ge can 
be calculated from the measured parameters to an accuracy 
of i 2,%t the gain then is

A = (1.9 - 0.027)2 (0.1 ± 0.027)"2. (6.2)

The percentage deviation of A is given by

100 AA/A = 200 (0.027/1.9 - 0.027/0.D = $2%. (6.3)

Here only the variations in C€ have been considered; the
uncertainty in G0 will have a similar effect.

The uncertainty in gain, calculated for diode A 
considering only the variation of pf in C, is shown in 
Figure 5.4« It is evident that the calculation of gain is
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a "ball. park", number and has significance only when the 
parameter tolerances'are very small and the gain is 
moderate. - ; ; - y - :: . . -

- The calculation for the bandwidth, like that of 
the gain, 'involves a difference between two nearly equal 
large numbers» The error in the bandwidth calculatloh is 
magnified similarly to; that in the previous example „

The gain=bandwidth product calculation is of 
greater significance 0 The’difference term in the gain 
and bandwidth expressions cancels in the equation for 
the GBP, leaving the sum of G0 and Ge in the numerator,,
The uncertainty ih the calculated value for the GBP is 
on the order of that of Ge.

. 602 Summary of Results
The calculations of G@ and Ge shown in Table I are 

based on a series inductance of the diode and mounting of 
loO nanohenries o ' This value was selected using the empir
ical data of diode Ao The measured values.of gain and band
width are within the uncertainty of the calculated values 
considering only the variation of *^5" pf in capacitance„
The tdleranees of the other parameters were unknown„ The 
GBP was expected to: show, better correlation between the 
calculated and measured values„. The discrepancy is. proba- 
bly due to the "best fit "method ;of selecting Lg«,' ■

The curve of. gain plotted against the normalized



equivalent conductances, Figure 5»3? agrees in form with 
that of the tbeory. The variation of the equivalent capa
citance Hith conductance and bias can. account for the 
slight discrepancy in shape near the lower end of the 
curveo Figure 5,2 shows a typical curve of gain versus 
bias for tunnel diode amplifiers, 1 .

Figure 5 = li-. shows the resonant curve of diode 
The bandwidth Af s defined as the difference in frequency,1 
between the half power, (3 db) points! was measured from 
the resonant curve. The calculated gain and the uncer
tainty due to the “0,5 pf tolerance in capacitance is 
aiso shown6 : \ :

The linear power ampllfieation; ranges, estimated 
from the voltage excursion of the negative resistance 
region of the l-̂ V . characteristic ̂ is of the same order 
of magnitude as that shown: in Figure :5»:1'» :;; ; :

The noise figure although-.not measured, has ' been 
calculated; f  or each diode, und@r ' optImum condltions, thus 
.representing,a lower:limit at the operating point, Noise
figures reported by 'Schaffner^j, using ,a similar diode and . 
;operating frequency, are of the same order of magnitude,. 
Sehaffner measured values of 5°5 db and it,2 db at bias • '• 
points selected to-minimize the noise figure,

6,3 Gonelusiohs : - ' . ' .
-The tunnel diode- amplifier at ■-present has not found
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wide application, ■ Its advantages of compactness and low
power eonsdmptionvhave been overshadowed by problems with 
stability, low signal power' capability# and technical dif
ficulties in improving the frequency cutoff.

The calculated gain and bandwidth of the single- 
tuned tunnel diode amplifier are only Useful as orders of 
•magnitude because of the inherent error multiplication of 
the gain and bandwidth expressions, and the inevitable 
errors in the parameter measurements. The gain=bandwidth 
product provides a convenient figure of merit for. the ampli
fier which is free from the large uncertainty found in the 
gain and bandwidtho p p '' -I ' •
■ v: The negative resistance and junction capacitance
appear as a product in the GBP' (Equation 5 <,10) and the 
cutoff frequency (Equation 5„3) <> As the EC product de
creases# the GBP performance and cutoff frequency increase. 
The junction capacitance is intrinsic because of the nar- . 
row junction barrier»; The 'capacitance: can be decreased by 
.decreasing the area of the junction# but only at the ex-, 
pense of the junction current, Hew; materials or techniques 
which increase the junction current density will lead the 
way to higher cutoff frequencies and larger galn-bandwidth . 
productso .. . - ' .  • "v :

. Rg and Ls are essentially functions of geometry and 
.encapsulation, -The resistive' cutoff frequency defined by



Equation 5°3 is a result of the series resistancee If 
. couM: Td® made to approach zeros the cutoff frequency would 
approach infinity,,: The effect of Lg is more pronounced in
the area of stabillty„ According to Equation Z.j?, stabil= 
ity bye'r the frequency spectrum requires a small value, of 
Lg„ Knowledge of the series inductance of the diode and 
amplifier mount is essential when calculating the gain and 
bandwidth in the UHF range0

6 „ii Suggestion for Further Study
V ; The single.cavity amplifier has a bandwidth deters, 
mined by the resonant curve of the single^tuned circuito 
Sard^® has shown that by incorporating the junction capa
citance and series elements into a maximally flat filter 
network^ the bandwidth may be-increased several times over 
that of the. single-tuned circuit. The application of the 
network ideas presented by Sard and the techniques of strip; 
lines promises wide band amplifiers in the microwave region
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APPENDIX A

Figure 2.1a shows the amplifier equivalent cir
cuit using the diode model of Figure 1.2. The transfor
mation of the diode model to the equivalent parallel 
circuit of Figure 2.1b is derived as follows.

oe + > c e = ------------/  * (A-l)1 + RSG - iv2CLs + j(v(L„G + R„C)

rationalizing

G + R-G2 + a»2C2R_+3u>(C - L„G2- 2C2L.)
Ge+J>ce =  --- 2------- -— 2 - ---- — 2---------------- (A-2)

(1 + RoG - <v 2c l s)2 + lu2 (LsG + CRa)2

Therefore

G + RgG^ + a»2c2Rg
Ge =  ------------ *------  -g--------- — > (A-3)

(1 + RgG - GLS) +a^(LsG + CRS)2

and

Ce = ----------C -2LsG22- U'22C 2 L s----------------------- (A_W
(1 + R,G - W CL,) + */(L,G + CR,)
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APPENDIX B

Prom the theory of antire sonant circuits, the 
bandwidth is given b y ^

Af = Wres/ZfQ, (B-l)

where Q is that of the circuit. For the equivalent 
circuit (Figure 2.1b), Q is

Q ="reSce/«>o + Ge)* (B~2)

The amplifier bandwidth is then

Af = (G0 + Ge)/27rce. (B-3)

The voltage gain-bandwidth product is the product of 
the reflection coefficient and Equation B-3,

GBP = e(G0 + Ge)/2-7rCe; (B-U)

substituting for f

GBP = (G0 - Ge)/277Ce. (B-5)

The resonant frequency of the amplifier for unity power 
factor condition yields

"res = V L 0Ce. (B-6)
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